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Morning Report: Floyd Mayweather responds to Conor McGregor saying he will
knock
Floyd Mayweather Vs Conor McGregor 

Bronx Ny, 07.04.2017, 23:46 Time

USPA NEWS - Another day, another entry into the infinite morass that is Floyd Mayweather vs. Conor McGregor.

In the last two weeks, hype surrounding the biggest cross-over super-fight in the world has reached a fever pitch. UFC President Dana
White, once seen as one of the biggest impediments to the creation 

Given Mayweather´s penchant for self-promotion, his answer is decidedly less bombastic than many would have anticipated now that
the super-fight is becoming more of a reality. However, perhaps sensing this reaction, Mayweather outlined why he´s not taking shots
at McGregor despite the fact that the Irish superstar has repeatedly gone after him.

“With me, it is what it is. If I can´t do nothing, everybody knows I can fight, if i can´t do nothing else. But when I´m not in the ring, I´m a
gentleman. Outside the ring, I´m a gentleman.“�

All-in-all, Mayweather seems very upbeat about the prospect of the fight finally happening, declaring that he calls the shots, while
bouncing around merrily.

In the last two weeks, hype surrounding the biggest cross-over super-fight in the world has reached a fever pitch. UFC President Dana
White, once seen as one of the biggest impediments to the creation of the bout, finally came out and said that he “doesn´t see how it
doesn´t happen“�, and McGregor himself said that the fight is “close to done“� and being targeted for September. These comments
came shortly after McGregor erupted at boxing media ringside at Madison Square Garden (at the professional debut of his friend and
Irish Olympian, Michael Conlan) when McGregor screamed loudly to all that he was going “to shock the whole goddamn world“� and
knock out Floyd Mayweather.

Speaking with FightHype recently, Mayweather responded to McGregor´s
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